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Abstract

To carry out a stable haptic interaction with a dynamic virtual environment containing several moving
and/or deformable bodies is challenging. To achieve
this, we present a collision detection algorithm based
on a segmentation of the space with a regular voxel
grid. Interpenetration is quickly estimated using a
sphere decomposition of the bodies. Thereafter, we
use the voxel grid as a still image of the environment
to provide a fast intermediate model that computes
the force feedback. It thus enables to simulate the
environment at a slow rate (10-100Hz) while controlling the haptic device at the required frequency (about
lkHz).
K e y w o r d s : haptic interaction, collision detection,
dynamic virtual environment, intermediate models
for haptic display
Introduction
Haptic interaction is an increasingly common
form of interaction in virtual environment simulations, especially since the commercial availability of high fidelity haptic devices such as
PHANToM(www.sensable.com),
Impulse Engine
(www.immersion.com), and several other research
prototypes. However, this new kind of interaction
brings its amount of issues, especially concerning stability.
In this paper, we present a method that allows
a high quality haptic interaction with a dynamic
virtual environment containing several deformable
and/or moving bodies. The environment is modified
by a simulation which is often time-consuming (10100Hz), especially when it is based on physics. The
simulation has to take care of the mechanical resolution, the collision detection, the collision response
and of different other constraints. The method we
propose uses structures built at a slow rate by the
inter-body collision detection as a fast intermediate
model in order to produce frequently updated forces
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(lkHz) that haptic display requires for a stable interaction.
Our main contributions are:
A unification of the collision detection process
for both simulation and haptic control.
The use of an instant shot of the environment
resulting of collision detection process as an intermediate model that computes forces at the
required frequency for the haptic device.
A technique to allow large displacements of the
haptic device between two simulation steps, thus
allowing slow simulation.
First, we relate previous work and show why it is not
suitable for haptic interaction with a virtual environment containing several moving and/or deformable
bodies. Next, we present the collision process : the
sphere decomposition, the collision detection and the
collision response. Then, we describe how the structures produced by the collision detection are used as
an intermediate model. Since this method brings discontinuities, we propose a method that resolve this
side-effect. Finally, we present results that show the
relevance of this method concerning the interaction
quality.
1

Related

work

To reach the frequency constraint of haptic display,
several methods have been proposed. However, elther they use pre-computed structures (H_Collid [5],
Voxmap point shell [13] ) which are dedicated to
static environments or they are unable to handle
complex scenes (even GHOST by Sensable Technologies Inc. allows only few bodies).
On the other hand, efficient methods that handle the
collision of an arbitrary number of moving and possibly deformable bodies exist [10]. Such methods allow
interactive frequencies (10-100Hz) but are definitely
not adapted to haptic display.
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between bodies and the virtual object controlled by
the haptic device. Therefore, for both simulation
and haptic control, methods to evaluate interpenetrations are needed. Unfortunately, exact methods
are costly [2, 4]. That's why, our method will use a
fast approximation of the interpenetration.
The collision process

F i g u r e 1" A decomposition of a volume by a collection of spheres.

The solution to link the slow simulation to the fast
haptic control is to use an intermediate model. The
haptic control uses the intermediate model to quickly
compute the feedback forces while the simulation updates the intermediate model at a lower frequency.
A first possible intermediate model consists in using
a local force model. Cavusoglu et al. [3] propose to
use the local Jacobian of the force as an intermediate model. Picinbono et al. [15] show that a linear
extrapolation of the force over the device position is
better than an extrapolation over the time. A second kind of intermediate model is based on a local
approximation of the geometry. Mark et al. [12] use
plans whereas Balaniuk [1] uses spheres as geometric
models. Mendoza et al. [14] use a proxy taken from
the Zilles' god-object method [17]. Finally, a local
dynamic model can take care of the inner independent dynamic of the virtual environment. Cavusoglu
et al. [3] reduce the order of this dynamic to get a
fast dynamic intermediate model.
However, the haptic device may have large displacements between two updates when the simulation is
too slow a n d / o r when the device moves too fast.
When such displacements occur, those local intermediate models become obsolete. To avoid this, the
update must occur more frequently which is somehow quite opposite to the intermediate model motivation: to decouple the simulation from the haptic
control.
Therefore, our proposal in this paper is to take a
instant shot of the collision environment and use it
statically as a global intermediate model. Hence, we
need a collision process not only fast for deformable
a n d / o r moving bodies but also even faster when a
motionless scene is treated. This property will ensure
a fast force feedback computation.
Furthermore, once detected, a collision must be
treated in order to reduce overlapping. A straightforward method for the simulation is to use penalty
methods. Those methods are more relevant when
deformable bodies are implied, since this is an open
problem in physics. Besides, haptic displays base the
evaluation of contact forces on the interpenetration

Interaction m o d e l
For the collision process, we will provide any bodies
of the scene with an interaction model which is based
on its polyhedral representation. The latter only describes what is displayed whereas the former is used
to find the collisions and to estimate the interpenetrations and will never be displayed.
Our proposed interaction model is based on the approximation of the volumes by spheres in a way similar to [8] (see Figure 1). Several methods are available to get a "good" decomposition.
A first one uses the technique that transforms a polyhedron into Blobs. What is interesting with this
method is that the potential used for the blending
of implict surfaces is somehow similar to the repulsion potential from which the contact forces derive.
Therefore, the surface is soft without holes and the
precision can be controlled. Moreover, multiscale algorithms [11] based on several pre-calculated maps
of spheres provide various levels of detail to enhance
the volume approximation when the deformation becomes larger. However, this technique works only for
rigid bodies as a pre-calculus.
A second method uses various parametrisations of
spheres for the volume, the surface or the curve. This
way, deformable bodies can also be approximated.
Moreover, the density of the spheres can be chosen
to adapt the accuracy.

Collision d e t e c t i o n a l g o r i t h m
We choose to avoid Bounding Volume Hierarchies: it
takes too much time to adapt them to the deformation of a body, even with incremental modifications.
Moreover, hierarchies are efficient to detect the separation of volumes but in a confine environment a lot
of time is spent to scan the hierarchies. Therefore,
unlike Hubbard [7] who uses a sphere hierarchy to
detect intersection, or Quilan [16] who uses spheres
to quickly estimate inter-object distances, we divide
space into a regular grid. We put spheres in voxels and make checks only between spheres from the
same voxel. We thus expect to reduce the number of
sphere-to-sphere intersection checks.
The use of spheres is not arbitrary. The interference
check between spheres is fast to compute, so does
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t i m e s t a m p -- 0
f o r each sphere S d o
S . t i m e s t a m p +- t i m e s t a m p
f o r every voxel V
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Figure 2: The pseudo-code of the collision detection
algorithm.
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Figure 3: The voxel grid use.

the interpenetration depth. Moreover, the spheres
don't require any orientation, only the position of
the center has to be computed.
In order to achieve collision detection of Figure 2,
we take each sphere one after the other. For each
voxel that contains that sphere 1, and with all the
spheres already contained in that voxel, a sphereto-sphere collision check is performed. The sphere
is then added to that voxel (see Figure 3). Since a
sphere can be present in several voxels at the same
time, a same check can be done several times. To
avoid this, each sphere contains a time-stamp that
states whether a sphere-to-sphere collision check already occured with the current processed sphere.
Once a sphere is processed, the time-stamp is incremented, and everything is set to process the next
one.
Futhermore, another time-stamp is used to reset the
voxel list. Indeed, an expensive reset of the voxel
list between two successive collision tests would be
to go through all the voxels. In our algorithm, only
a time-stamp test is required to empty the list when
a sphere is pushed in.
We can point out that for motionless spheres, the
algorithm can be greatly accelerated. Indeed, nonl In p r a c t i c e we use t h e s p h e r e B o u n d i n g B o x

Figure ~" Average time of the collision detection
algorithm for about ~00 moving spheres for several
size of voxels.
moving spheres are gathered in a special list which
will never be updated (see Figure 3). Those spheres
are thus put in the grid only once at the initialisation.
Since our algorithm is primarly designed for scenes
containing several deformable bodies, we need to differenciate self-collisions from inter-body collisions.
Self-collisions are collisions that may occur between
spheres of the same body. With our voxel grid, this
detection is straight-forward. However, self-collisions
need a special treatment since the collision responses
depend on the topology of the body. For instance,
natural neighboring spheres are deleted from the collision list.
Finally, let's take a look at the average complexity of
this algorithm, let n be the total number of spheres,
d the average number of spheres in a voxel, and v
the average number of voxels that a sphere meets,
the average complexity is then in O(n × d × v). d
and v are directly connected to the ratio r between
the size of voxels and the average size of spheres for a
given scene. Therefore when this ratio r increases, d
also increases while v decreases. However, an optimal
voxel size exists (see Figure 4): in our experiments,
a ratio around 1 gives usually the best results. However we investigate a method that uses a multi-scale
grid to better cope with environment containing various sizes of spheres.
Finally, as stated earlier, taking care especially of
motionless bodies can improve the overall cost which
becomes only proportional to the number of spheres
in motion.
Collision response

Since we use a penalty collision model, the collision response is given by a function of the interpenetration. With our model, this interpenetration is
rapidly computed, since it is the distance between
two intersecting spheres. To compute the response
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from the scene are considered as static and have already been inserted by the simulation in the grid.
The current position of the device gives the position
of the spheres which are checked for collision with
the contant grid (no insertion is done).

L/
Figure 5: Holes may appear if the spheres are not
dense enough. The curves represent the force intensity along the horizontal dashed lines when the magnitudes are the lowest.
of the interpenetration, the simplest function to use
is a linear function, i.e. the spring model. However,
for better results, a damper is added when spheres
get closer, to be able to deal with fast colliding objects enforcing the stiffness of the collision. More
complex models can be used, especially to produce
friction [8]. The response to multiple collisions is
given by the sum of all occuring collision forces.
We can point out that the criterion of geometric recovery is clearly insufficient to generate the body decomposition. A criterion on the generated forces is
needed to avoid holes (see Figure 5). However, this
issue does not occur if we rely on the Blob generation
previously presented in the interaction model.

3

A p p l i c a t i o n to force feedback

After having explained our collision model, let's see
how we can link it to a force feedback device. The
presented algorithm may take several milliseconds to
evaluate the collisions between all the bodies. Moreover, in a simulated environment, we have to add the
time spent in the mechanics and the integration process. Such delays are unacceptable to ensure a stable
haptic display.
Instead, we propose to use a copy 2 of the last filled
voxel grid as an intermediate model and to consider
all the spheres except the device's ones as motionless
spheres 3. Hence, a sphere decomposition of the virtual body that represents the haptic device is needed.
From the simulation point of view, the virtual haptic body is handled in the same way as the other
simulated bodies, except that its spheres are never
inserted into the grid. Therefore, the virtual haptic body must be the last body checked for collision.
The detected collisions are normally processed altering the other body behaviors.
From the haptic control point of view, all the spheres
2In practice, we use a double buffer.
3Although they keep their velocity for the damping.

The interesting point is that the complexity of the
algorithm is now reduced to O(rn x v x d), with rn
the number of spheres of the model, v and d being
the same as in section 2. Practically for a simple
device like the PHANTOM, the complexity is reduced
to O(d) : rn equals 1, v is bounded (v depends on
the sphere size compared to the voxel size). If for
the scene, d (i.e. the density of spheres) is bounded,
then the collision evaluation can be considered as
constant. This last condition allows us to speak of
true real-time response which takes care of the full
complexity of the scene. The frequency can reach
the required frequency if d is not too high.
An important feature of our method concerns the
globality of this approach. The intermediate model
used is not local, but is actually a shot of the full
interaction model. This allows large displacements of
the device between two updates of the environment.
The most interesting result of this method is the
preservation of a good haptic interaction when the
grid update slows: no more unpleasant stiff unstabilities degrade the interaction. However, an issue
remains concerning the discontinuities that appear
at the switch time, due to the motion of objects.

4

C o n t i n u i t y issue

Of course, vibrations can be expected from the discontinuity (see Figure 6) that may appear when the
grid is updated. This discontinuity is linked to the
speed of the bodies. Hence, as the speed of the bodies increases, two consecutive grids become too much
different and vibrations in the haptic device appear
and become stronger.
In order to suppress this discontinuity, we propose
a method that smoothes the transition between two
consecutive grids (see Figure 7). Let's call T~ the
instant of the grid switch n. We calculate the intermediate position of each sphere C(t) as a linear combination of the previous C(T~) and the last C(T~_~)
position of the spheres (see Figure 8). The collision detection process for the force feedback is done
against this intermediate position.

C(t) = a(t)C(T~) + (1 - a(t))C(T~_~)

with (t)-m x{

Tn+l--Tn'

1} "

T,~+I is the estimated time of the next grid switch.
To get it, we rely on the time between the two last
switches- T~+I - T~ + (T~ - T~-I). We expect that
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F i g u r e 8: The force feedback is continue during the
transition.
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Figure 6: A discontinuity occurs at each grid update
(vertical dashed linen, only the magnitude is represented).
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Figure 7: Suppression of the discontinuities by a
progressive grid transition filter
the spheres will reach their final positions at the next
grid switch to ensure the continuity:
t-T~
a(t) - max{ T,~ - T,~_I ' 1}
Unfortunately the estimation might be wrong. Either the estimation is too long and a small discontinuity remains. Or the estimation is too short and
a(t) exhibits constant stages which are haptically
sensible. Hence, we must rely on a relatively constant simulation time, which can be ensured if the
simulation time is bounded.
This method also implies a small delay because the
intermediate position is one grid switch late at the
beginning of a transition. However, this delay disminishes until a new grid switch occurs.

Figure 9: The testing environment with the

tissu and 10 rigid blocks, representing about 400
moving spheres (see Figure 9). The integration is
done by Euler implicit method with the Broyden resolution [6], which does not garantee a regular time.
In these conditions, the simulation is relatively fast,
about 30ms, showing an efficient collision detection
for moving spheres. A more remarkable point is the
efficiency of the force-feedback process that drives
a PHANToMrepresented only by a sphere: it takes
only 10#s. Another example is an environment filled
with threads (see Figure 10) where the simulation
takes 15ms.
This framework has also been also tested in a more
realistic environment: a laparoscopy surgical simulator provided with the specific haptic device presented
in [9]. In this case, the collision detection is lower
than 1ms.
6

5

Results

This framework has been tested on a Bi-Pentium III
1 Ghz for a scene containing a 8 x 8 mass-spring

PHAN-

ToM

Conclusion

Our method consisting of a collision process which is
fast for moving bodies and even faster for motionless
bodies allows to use instant shots of the overall en-
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F i g u r e 10: Interaction with a set of threads

vironment as an intermediate model. We show t h a t
the force-feedback is made stable by interpolating
two consecutive shots. This enables to fully decouple the force feedback control from the simulation,
allowing slow intermediate model u p d a t e s and large
displacements of the haptic device.
Moreover, the idea of instant shot can be a d a p t e d
to other collision detection. In particular, Fisher
et. al. [4] propose a m e t h o d based on the computation of i n t e r p e n e t r a t i o n depth maps for bodies. It
would be interesting to extend our algorithm to their
m e t h o d since it would give b e t t e r measure of interpenetration. However the environment would be restricted to volumetric bodies composed of t e t r a e d r a l
elements.
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